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ILA Fights For Coastwide
16 'NLRB Considers
-Third.. Bargaining Election
(Special to The Dispatcher)

NEW YORK—Hearings were completed here September 8,
1956, before a National Labor Relations Board examiner leading
tg a third labor board election for longshoremen, clerks, checkers
and carpenters, coopers and maintenance men in the Port of New
York.
The International Brotherhood of Longshoremen, a so-called
AFL longshoremen's union run by Paul Hall and Harry Lundeberg,
is seeking a third try after two defeats to win the bargaining rights
for the 25,000 longshoremen and allied workers in the Port of New
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ILWILi Proposes.
ii Coast Wage Negotiations
tot
SAN FRANCISCO — The
ILWU Coast Longshore Negotiating Committee met with , the
Pacific Maritime Association this
week in accordance with the
agreement signed last June for a September wage opening and consideration
of a shortened work day with no loss
in takehome pay.
The ILWU committee took the position that substantial improvement has
been shown in conformance and performance under the coast contract and
attempted to negotiate an 8-hour shift
with 9 hours' pay.
The employers replied with , a twoweek cheek of conditions. Admitting
some improvement, they said that it
was not sufficient to justify a real effort to negotiate the shorter day.
The ILWU committee did not attempt to negotiate the 8-hour day with
any compensation less than 9 hours'
pay.
CLERKS SHOW GOOD RECORD
In the case of the shipsclerks the
ILWU committee pointed out that
there has been shown an even better
record of observance and performance.
PMA, however, took the position that
the matter went to all existing contracts and did not break down to
groups. •
At a meeting with the employers on
September 12 the ILWU committee
proposed that the memorandum agreement dealing with the 8-hour day for
9 hours' pay be cancelled as of September 15.
Should PMA accept this proposal it
will at the present time end any further negotiations on the matter unless
the union chooses to raise the issue in
contract negotiations next year.
PMA then raised the question as to
the union's position on the wage review, pointing out that the June extension agreement called for a wage increase in September with reference to
arbitration if no agreement is reached.

The ILWU committee replied that
the wage revelw this year was tied to
conditions and commitments made to
the Bonner committee (House Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries)
and to the International Longsitoremen's Association on the East Coast
with respect to a common expiration
date, wage parity, elimination of whipsawing and national bargaining; and
that the ILWU was entitled to receive a
wage increase effective October 1 in
the same amount as that negotiated
in the East.
There are presently no negotiations
betwen ILA and the New York Shipping Association due to an election
pending between the ILA and the AFL
(see Column 3) and it was therefore
impossible for ILWU to proceed with
negotiations.
Because of this situation the ILWU
proposed postponement of any further
discussions on a wage increase until
September 26.
PMA had this proposal under consideration as The Dispatcher went to
press.

Trial of Scabs Stopped
By Court Intervention
NEW YORK Plans to hold disciplinary trials for 2,200 members of
the International Association of Machinists (AFL-CIO) by their union
were stopped by state supreme court
Judge Howard T. Hogan, at the behest of Republic Aviation Corporation. The members scabbed.

NEW ORLEANS — Denied time to
prepare a defense againkt surprise
FBI undercover agents, Andrew Nelson, president of ILWU Local 208 and
former international executive board
member, was convicted September 6
on four counts of perjury involving
, his Taft-Hartley non-Communist affidavits for the years 1952 and 1953.
Federal Judge , Christianberry at
first granted Nelson a delay for the
purpose of preparing his defense and
then reversed the order when two of
the jurors said the delay would inconvenience them.
Nelson's defense attorney then read
some documents into the record, called
no Witnesses and rested. He made no
closing argument.
The jurors spent but one hour in the
jury room and voted guilty verillets on
all counts, that he falsely denied membership in the Communist Party for
each of the two years, and falsely denied affiliation with the party for each
of the two years.
Scheduled for sentencing on September 12 (he faces a possible 20 years
and $40,000 fine), Nelson was released
on bail of $7,500. Since confined to bed
under a doctor's care, Nelson was unable to appear for sentencing
Following the conviction, the local
district attorney announced he would
also prosecute Nelson under Louisiana
anti-Communist statutes.
All four-witnesses against the ILWU
official were FBI paid stoolpigeons,
one an expelled member of the National
Maritime Union,
The surprise indictment of Nelson
came at a time when ILWU and Gulf •
Coast locals of the International Longshoremen's Association were cementing fraternal bonds. Local observers
also consider him a victim of the present Southern hysteria generated by the
resistance. to the Supreme Court order
against segregation. Himself a Negro,
Nelson has been active in gaining voting rights for Negroes.

WHO SAID IT?
"Business, financial, and professional interests are well represented
(in the United States (ongress). The farmer's representation does not
correspond to his position in America . . It is the laborer who is grossll
under-represented: only oric man (in the 77th Congress) listed himsel
as a factory worker . . Certainly the laboring class and the 'Harenots'
are surprisingly under-represented in the national Congress, particularly
in a country in which labor is strongly organized."

(Turn to last page for name of author.)

York.
Meanwhile, the solidarity of New
York longshoremen behind ILA was
made amply .apparent September 13
when 4,000 longshoremen on the North
River from Pier 54 to Pier 62 demonstrated with a banner-bedecked parade during the noon hour from the
lower to the upper end of the river.
Led by Joseph (Dodo) Leonard,
president of ILA Local 791, William
Lynch. ILA vice president and secretary-treasurer of Local 791, and Business Agent William Carr of 791, the
parade started out to be a local demonsira t ion, an quickly became river-wide
as longshoremen poured off the docks
and out of the hiring halls.
The parade was high-spirited and
orderly and ended promptly at the end
of the noon hour with the participants
dropping out at their respective piers.
Efforts of the International Longshoremen's Association (Ind.) and the
New York Shipping Association before
the NLRB to get the IBL to agree to
the same bargaining unit that existed
in the last election were fruitless. The
IBL seeks to exclude from the bargaining unit approximately 1200 hatch
bosses and chief clerks whose wages
and working conditions have been negotiated by the ILA since World War I.
Behind the IBL's efforts to exclude
the hatch bosses lies their efforts to
steal work away from the longshoremen and give it to the sailors. The 18L
also feels that the hatch bosses and
chief clerks are strong ILA sympathizers who would probably vote
against the IBL.
In view of the circumstances the ILA
Is also asking the National Labor Relations Board to rule that the appropriate
unit for the election consist of all ports
from Newport News, Va., to Portland,
Maine.
It is the ILA's contention bask
wage rates, size of gang and other important working conditions for these
ports have been set by New York.
The New York Shipping Association
has asked that the bargaining unit
consist of all longshore employees including the hatch bosses and chief,
clerks but limited to the Port of New
York.
During the hearings the chief 1BL
witness John Dwyer admitted that
hatch bosses work as longshoremen,
sorters, and other general work at least
one-third of their time. During that
time Dwyer said they only receive longshoremen's wages. In many cases it
was pointed out hatch bosses work as
regular longshoremen in other gangs.
Hearing officer I. L. Broadwin promised a ruling within ten day. All sides
asked that the ruling be handed down
prior to September 30, 1956.
(Continued on Page 4)
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The Last Stand

THE BEAM
By Harry Bridges
THE Egyptian government, acting like any other sovereign
WHEN
power, nationalized some property on its territory early last
month, everything broke loose.
In nationalizing the Suez Canal, which the Egyptian government
had every right to do, President Nasser guaranteed full compensation
to the stockholders of the old Stiez Canal Company and freedom of
navigation through the Canal to all ships of all nations.
But the political leaders in France and England—and some in
the U.S.—weren't satisfied. Troops have been concentrated in Cyprus,
threats to use force have been broadcast, and a major international
crisis has been whipped up.
There are two angles in all this. And the situation is better
understood if they're kept separate. On the one hand, is the question
of nationalization, on the other is the question of free navigation.
As far as nationalization is concerned, the Egyptian government
has as much right to nationalize the canal as the British had to
nationalize the steel and coal industries in their own country. There
isn't a country in the world which hasn't exercised these sovereign
powers at one time or another—including the United States.
Just a few gears ago the General Assembly of the United Nations
reaffirmed the sovereign right of any nation to nationalize any property or natural resources on its territory. And although this was
passed overwhelmingly, the United States, Britain and France were
among the handful of nations to vote against or abstain.
Actually no government has publicly questioned the right of
Egypt to take over control of a corporation and of property on its
own territory. Although privately there are plenty of politicians and
business men all over the world who believe that nationalizing private property is one of the worst crimes on the books—and who can
blame them. It's their own property and their own o profits which
they're worried about.
The other question is that of free navigation of the Suez Canal.
As far as free navigation is concerned there is no doubt that
England, France and other powers must have assurances of free use
of the canal. But the Egyptian government has given that—and has
even proposed negotiating the establishment of some conference of
user nations to act as a consultant to the Egyptian government in
supervising the operation and maintenance of the canal. The Egyptians are prepared to make any guarantees on freedom of navigation;
but they refuse to negotiate on their right to own and control.

ft% .r A
IN VIEW of all this, the crisis seems to be less concerned about

ACIAL INTOLERANCE

in the South is
fighting its last stand against democracy
and decency.
The "inspiration" for its figheis the enormously developed determination of the Negro
people-17,000,000 strong—to achieve complete equality and first-class citizenship.
Within the last two years that determination
brought about two Supreme Court decisions—
that equality of opportunity applied in schools
throughout the land, and that that equality
must be implemented al rapidly as possible.
The battle has developed around the right to
equal education—for with full education the
Negro people in the South will bring about the
end of Jim Crow. And those who profit from
segregation and discrimination know that this
is so.

R

AST FEBRUARY, Miss Autherine Lucy attempted to enter the University of Alabama,
in accordance with the Supreme Court mandate. Her entry was prevented by mob action.
She still has not entered the University, and
the university board of trustees "expelled" her
because she claimed that they had acted in
conspiracy with the mob to keep her out.
And despite the fact that she withdrew her
charge and went to court to gain admission, a
Federal judge only last week refused to set
the expulsion aside.
Since then we have seen the bus-boycott
movement; that began in Montgomery, Alabama (where it is now in its ninth month)
spread to other states.
And when the schools opened this fall in the
South, the bars were down.
Mobs have been organized to keep Negro children out of the schools. Negroes have been
hanged in effigy from school flagpoles. Volunter "home guards" have been mobilized, and
state troopers and National Guardsmen called
In Kentucky and Tennessee to check the mobs.
An abortive move was made to get white
children to "boycott" their schools until Negro
children were removed. It has failed, and in
Kentucky, Tennessee, West Virginia and even
Texas, integration is proceeding step by step.
Slowly, but proceeding.

L

IT IS A losing battle those who hope to profit
by discrimination against she Negro are
lighting.

For there is an old law of physics, that applies equally well to human events: There is
no action without an equal and opposite reaction.
Every attempt to frustrate the Supreme
Court decision and to prevent the Negro people
from enjoying full equality in education will
eventually be met by greater determination to
bring the law and the Constitution of the
United States into every school in the South.
Every denial of basic human rights to any
American angers every decent American, brings
them all closer together, makes them more
determined to resist encroachments on their
rights and privileges.
At stake here is every guarantee of our Constitution. Politicians who think that they can
weasel and double-talk out of the issue will soon
be caught—and pay the price. Union leaders
who want to walk softly to safeguard this or
that political deal are in for a rude awakening,
too.
The issue has been joined in the South. And
It will be resolved the right way—hoW quickly
depends upon how many of us join in the fight.
For it is indeed a fight that belongs to every
American worker. Aside from the consideration
of simple justice, every working man and
woman has a direct stake in speeding the day
of equal opportunity for all. Oppression of
Negro workers in the South depress all Southern wages and depressed Southern wages act as
a drag on wages everywhere—a drag on the
living standards of all workers.
As a matter of fact, this is the nub of it all.
Behind the ignorance, prejudice and fear that
bring mob action are interests that profit by
keeping people divided.
t-IAI (4)
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navigation than about nationalization. And although the BritishFrench proposals—supported by the US—call for internationalization
of the canal in order to guarantee that navigation rights will be open
to all, the proposal smells of old-fashioned colonial control of a part
of Egyptian territory.
And the point is that the Egyptians see it that way. To them
"internationalizing" the canal is an outright infringement on their
sovereignty. These are sensitive people, newly freed from colonialism, And they aren't ready to make deals which treat them as
inferiors or unequals among the nations of the world.
It's a queer beef. On the one hand the British and French
insist that all they are interested in is continued operation of the
canal, open to all. Yet at the same time the old Suez Canal Company,
sitting in Paris and controlled by the British and French, is doing
everything possible to shut the canal down. The latest move was
their directive to all the non-Egyptian pilots and technicians to quit.
Meanwhile, we are being told that if the canal's.operation is
affected by the walkout this will be proof to the British and French
that the Egyptians are incapable of keeping the canal open, and that
any guarantees are useless.
On the other hand if the Egyptian government uses its legal
powers, like injunctions or a Taft-Hartley Act, to prevent the pilots
and technicians from going on strike against the government and
insists that .they stay on the job, the British and French have
threatened to "take appropriate steps" to protect their nationals.
During the month of negotiations the talk from Washington was

soft; while nothing but threats came from London and Paris. Now,
all three seem joined in an agreement to impose an "international
tisers" setup on the canal and over the objections of Egypt.
If a ''solution" is imposed on Egypt by threat of arms or sanctions, it will be proof that the objective is not to secure guarantees of
freedom of navigation but the continuance of some colonial control
of Egyptian territory by maintaining the operation of the canal in
non-Egyptian hands. Certainly force shouldn't be necessary to keep
the canal open when the Egyptian government has already agreed to
do just that.

THERE'S NO question that Nasser can get skilled pilots and technicians to operate the ships passing through Suez. And some
guarantee, backed up by the United Nations, could be worked out
on freedom of navigation. The basis for agreement through negotiation exists providing there is an initial recognition of Egyptian sovereignty over the ownership and management of the canal property.
In the face of this, to claim that the whole crisis is simply to
keep the canal open is a fraud. Any solution which starts by first
recognizing the full sovereignty of the Egyptian government can be
tied in with guarantees on freedom of navigation. Such a two-point

solution has already been proposed by India and Indonesia.
At this stage no one can predict how the dispute will eventually
be resolved. The British-French positiop which is backed up by
threat of force is a position that is just asking for trouble. So far
the US, although on record against any use of force, is supporting
the British and French objectives.
Meanwhile we can't forget what happened to old Mossadeque in
Iran when he tried to nationalize the British oil holdings in his country. An "internal revolt" removed him from office. A similar ending
to Nasser may be in the works right now; but it'll be much harder
to put across.
- Either way, there isn't a single newly-freed former colony which
isn't supporting Egypt in this dispute and opposing any program
which would re-impose colonialism on Egypt or any other country.
The United States could well make friends and win more influence in the world today by coming out four-square against any return
to colonialism and for full freedom to all nations to navigate the
Suez Canal,
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Columbia Council hears
Opponents of Labor Hater

4 SUP Goons
Go to Prison
For Assault
SAN DIEGO—Four of Harry Lundeberg's goons were sentenced to prison
terms of one to ten years here on August 27, for beating up an official of
a retail clerks' union during a jurisdictional dispute between the clerks
and the butchers' union.
Three officiols of the butchers" union were also fined and sentenced to
county jail terms, and put on 10 years'
probation, including Max Osslo a vicepresident of the California State Federation of Labor..
The Lundeberg goons, all members
of his Sailors Union of the Pacific
were sent by the SUP-head from San
Francisco. They are: Jerry Dimitrates,
Chester Hazel, Paul Dempster and
Charles Tucker.
"CO-CONSPIRATOR"
Lundeberg himself was a reluctant
witness in the trial of the men, and
admitted that he had sent the men to
this city to give "moral support" to
Osslo in his inter-union fight with the
retail clerks.
Deputy District Attorney John F.
O'Laughlin, who prosecuted the case,
referred to Lundeherg as the "unindieted co-conspirator" in the case, and
a "supplier of goon squads" throughout the state of California.
An additional man, sent by Lttideberg, but not a member of SUP, is
Louis Cacio, who also got one to ten
years in San Quentin.
When asked why Lundeberg himself
had not been indicte d, Prosecutor
O'Laughlin told reporters "sometimes
you need a witness instead of a defendant."

Strike Vote Wins Pay
Raises at Drake Steel
LOS ANGELES — An across-theboard increase of 14 cents an hour, to
bring the rate for the lowest classification to $2.17 an hour, has been won for
ILWU Local 26 members at Drake
Steel Supply.
Also gained by'negotiators, who were
backed up with a strike vote by the
membership, were eight paid holidays,
and check-off by the company for payments to the local's Credit Union,
whether in payment of loans or for
savings.
The new 3-year contract was effective August 28, and may be opened each
August 28 ,for wage negotiations, with
the right to strike reserved to the
union.

Pay Raises Are Won
At Larson Ladder Co.
LOS ANGELES—Six cents an hour
for all Local 26 Members at Larson
Ladder, 11 cents for one classification,
and a premium of $1 a day for the
working foremen were won in a new
contract, retroactive to August 13. Another automatic increase of 6 cents an
hour goes into effect August 13, 1957.
An additional $1 a month per worker
will also be paid into the Health and
Welfare Fund, to continue past Class
B coverage for workers in the plant.
The total gross national product for
the second quarter of this year reached
the record high annual rate of $408
billion, a rise of nearly $5 billion over
the first quarter.
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This is Jason Lee,
Democratic candidate for Congress in Oregon's first district running against the anti-labor
incumbent Walter Norblad. Lee addressed the ILWU Columbia River District Council on September 9. A former seaman, he favors repeal of the
Taft-Hariley Act.

Candidate

On taxes, Norblad "favored the eight.
ST. HELENS, Ore.----ILWU members
in eight ports heard the representative per cent with dividend income," and
from Oregon's first district, Walter voted against the $700 income tax exNorblad, described as a "do-nothing emption which would "have saved peoCongressman who failed to plug for ple like us $20 or $25 apiece."
deepening of the Columbia River chanIIELPED GIVEAWAY
nel—a project vital to longshore jobs—
Norblad helped put over the atomic
and who missed 20 per dent of the roll energy giveaway,
"allowing the big
calls in the last Congress.
companies to take over $14 billion dolseat,
Norblad
When he was in his
lars in taxpayers' money invested, in
was helping put over Taft-Hartley and atomic research, rather
than make this
voting against such things as unem- generally available," Lee
said,
ployment insurance and an increased
On public housing — "important as
minimum wage.
you can see by the lumber piled up out
These charges were made by, Jason there on the
dock" —Norblad again
Lee, the Democratic contender for the voted wrong. He
also voted wrong on
Norblad
has
held
for
ten
seat
House
federal aid to' hospital construction,"
years.
Lee pointed out., "although the head of
CANDIDATE SPEAKS
his party, President Eisenhower, paid
Lee, a Salem attorney and former only $57.40 for his long hospitalization
law school student of Wayne Morse, .
if the President was entitled to
was the featured guest speaker at the this—call it his private brand of soColumbia River District Council's Sep- cialized medicine--then it should extember 9 meeting here—a session de- tend on down to each of us."
voted almost exclusively to political
Lee Congratulated his listeners for
action.
"blazing a new trail in the type of soThe tally of wrong votes east by Nor- cial legislation I believe in—your welblad adds up to a considerable cost to fare plan, with the wonderful dental
the average voter, Lee indicated. When program for the kids."
the GOP congressman voted for the
All-out support for the candidate,
Tidelands giveaway, he was voting following his talk, was urged by Interagainst Oregon getting a quarter of a national Representative Matt Meehan.
billion dollars in school support money
The ILWU has five locals in Congresunder the Hill amendment,
sional District 1, St. Helens, Rainier,
Newport, and the two Astoria locals 18
and 50, and these locals "should help to
get Lee's name before people," Meehan
said. He also stressed the need of support for Bob Holmes, the Democratic
candidate for governor (running
against the incumbent Republican,
we of "Pacific Shipper" are directly inElmo Smith). (Both Lee and Holmes
terested in.) Thus the opposition to
have been endorsed by the United Lathe China Lobby (actually the Forbor Committee.)
mosa Lobby) has been intimidated
Footnotes on Norblad's voting recinto rash decisions that it may evenord in Congress and Smith's voting
tually regret. We are convinced that if
record when he was in the State Senate
there is not actually a majority of
were provided by the council's legislathe electorate favoring trade relattive representative, Ernie Baker.
ions with Peiping, there certainly is a
BAKER SPEAKS
large minority.
Labor would not have to worry about
"The weakness that the apparent
retiring these rnis-representatives "if
unanimity cloaks would be utilized by
union members and their families were
the anti-Chinese bloc to freeze policy
all registered to vote," Baker said. A
forever.
. it is not a matter of
check he made last spring revealed
temporary policy, but of permanent
that 400 members of Local 8 were not
decision,' says one of the flag-waving
registered. Deadline for registration in
members of the super-patriotic press,
Oregon is October 6.
which wants the declaration to read,
The United Labor Committee, of
'finally and forever,' Forever is a long,
which Baker is a member, is again
long time.
meeting regularly and is preparing an
STORM RAISED
analysis
of measures to be on the No"The hysterical nature of the propavember ballot.
ganda against intercourse with the
The council voted a $25 donation—
Chinese Reds (even while there are
the second for this purpose—to the
dealings of all sorts with their trantight being waged in Washington State
sient masters in Moscow) has been
against the "right to work" Initiative
Concretely illustrated by the State De198. Affiliates were urged to consider
partment's refusal to grant visas to
assessments.
The action was taken
newsmen whose applications to visit
after the delegates had 'heard a report
China fiad been approved by Peiping.
from Chet Keller who represented both
The storm that this raised in a disthe council and Local 4 at a meeting on
creetly pro-Formosa press, as of
the subject in the Seattle Labor Temple
course among more liberal organs, has
August Hi.
virtually assured that State will back
Two motions were passed for the redown, at least to the extent of permitlief of George Shibley, the California
ting the reporters to go into China on
labor attorney facing jail and disbartheir own responsibility.
ment as a result of his defense of a
"We who are in journalism as well
Local
13 member court-martialed while
as in shipping and foreign trade, rein military service. The action covered:
gard the State Department prohibi(1) a $25 donation to the Shibley detion as no less short-sighted than the
fense committee and (2) an appeal to
policy of excluding the vast populaAttorney General Brownell, requesting
tion and territory of China from the
that
he consent to a reversal of the
purview of American commerce, quite
Shibley conviction or a hearing of the
as though a third of the world did not
case by the United States Supreme
exist."
Court.

Shippers Paper Blasts'Ban
On Trade with New China
SAN FRANCISCO—Until the title
"Unanimity Against China Trade?"
the Pacific Shipper, semi-official
organ of West coast shippers, attacked the "China Lobby" for using
"a scarcely polite form of ideological
blackmail" to prevent American businessmen from trading with the Chinese Peoples' Republic.
"The unanimous resolution by Congress that Red China ought not be
recognized by this country or admitted to membership in the United
Nations," said the magazine's leading
editorial on September 10, "is not at
all what it might be considered to be:
an unanimous judgment of the American people. At the risk of flying
in the face of the inevitable, we hold
that the joint resolution is, primarily,
evidence of the extent to which many
members of the Senate and the House
of Representatives have been taken in
by a spurious presentation of public
opinion. We might go even further
and assert that the proponents of the
resolution (who, we will concede, know
what they are about) have whipped
the measure through Congress for the
precise reason that there is the
gravest kind of doubt as to its validity, as a democratic document.
IT'S BLACKMAIL
"The anti-Chinese bloc has been
conducting a scarcely polite form of
ideological blackmail against those, in
and out of Congress, who would like
to adopt a reasoned rather than an
emotional approach to the question of
dealings with Red China, (Although
the Congressional paper has to do
only with diplomatic recognition and
UN membership, these considerations
can not be separated frctim the Issue
of Chinese trade, which is the subject

Pressure for China Trade Mounts in the Northwest
ASTORIA, Ore. — The question of
whether western trade controls with
China should be relaxed is one which
has been agitating export centers in
the so-called Free World for some time.
United Press reported in May that
this country's "top policy.making
body," the United Security Council, had
taken over the hot issue, and hinted
that a decision, easing some of the restrictions might be reathed "after' the
Novertaber elections."
Would this be opening the barn door
after the horse is already out, as far as
the ILI S market In'China is concerned?

Northwesterners who heard Maud
Russell, publisher of The Far East Reporter, lecture in Oregon and Washington states this August-are inclined
to think so. More than a score of countries in the western bloc are already
trading with the new People's Republic,
Miss Russell ,said.
The graying, California-horn veteran
of 26 years with the YWCA in China
arriVed in Astoria after addressing
tobacco' workers in North Carolina,
longshoremen'A wives in 'North Bend,
Oregon and hundreds of other audiences on a, 15,000 mile national tour.

She came to this remote wheat-shipping port at the continent's end to speak
to a district meeting of the Interns,Hotta! Longshoremen's & Warehouse.
men's Union, which is demanding trade
with China-now,
At the official Wel, only' the U S is
holding aloof from the huge market
opposite her cargo-short west coast
ports.
Japanese trade with China increased
from $5,300,000 in 1952 to $90 million
last year. Australia, like the U S has a
hlie Wheat surplus. But Australia sent
an officer of her wheat board to Pei.

ping some time ago to open trade
negotiations,
A Chinese trade mission in London
last January told the British that
China Wanted 1,400,000 tractors. The
British Government allowed manufacturers to start shipping the tractors in
April.
As for Canada, the East-West Export-Import Company Limited of Vancouver sent a representative to China
last May. The firm represents 14 Canadian manufacturers, all anxious to
get in on the ground floor with 600
million potential customer;

•
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Auxiliary Roundup
Columbia River Council
'Of Auxiliaries is Busy

.

ASTORIA, Ore—The monthly meeting of the ILWU Columbia River District Council of Auxiliaries, assembled
here on August 12, heard reports on
China, insurance plans for the women's
organization and the Presidential election campaigns.
The HMV women joined the member"; of ILWU Local 50 to hear Miss
Maud Russell, who has spent many
years in the Far East, speak on "China
Today—a Factor in Our Future."
Mrs. Rossi Larsen of San Pedro, who
has been visiting ILWU auxiliaries in
the Northwest in behalf of her own
auxiliary and the Constitution Life Insurance Company, reported wide interest in the insurance plan offered by
the company.
The Council secretary was directed
by the body to write to the US Department or Justice in behalf of Andrew
Nelson, ILWU Local 207 president,
who has been convicted under the "nonCommunist affidavit" provision of the
Taft-Hartley Act.
A financial contribution to Nelson's
defense was also voted by the Council.
Discussion of the vicious anti-labor
measure, Initiative 198, a local "rightto-work" bill, was held and a report
was made by Mrs. Clara Jones (Portland) on the work of the Democratic
Party in Multnomah County.
Mrs. Jones quoted an address of the
president of the Brotherhnod of Railroad Trainmen, urging the re-election
of US Senator Wayne Morse.

Columbia River Council
Fights Initiative 198
PORTLAND ---- The Columbia River
District Council of n,wu Auxiliary
Voted $20 to be used by Charles Appel,
president of rimy Local 19 in Seattle,
in the fight against Initiative 198 in
Washington State.
Initiative 198 is a "right-to-work"
bill that may be on the ballot in that
state this fall.

Longview Auxiliary Is Host
To Local 21 Baseball Team
LONGVIEW, Wash. — The ILWU
Auxiliary entertained members of the
Longshore Baseball team recently at
a 6 p.m. dinner at the Longshore Hall.
Mrs. Chester Gilbert received the
guests and their wives. After dinner
games were played with prizes going
to Delmar, Howard Anderson, Mandl
Peterson, Carl 'saloon, Mrs. Louis
Johnson, Mrs. Dwain Olson and Leo
Swanson.
The team placed fourth in the city
Softball League.
Mrs. Jennie Brusco, chairman of the
Ways and Means committee and her
committee prepared the dinner.

both rank and file leaders of the local,
wrote thanks to the auxiliary.
"It would be a great thing," Dmytryk wrote, "if everyone whose civil
rights were threatened, no matter what
his race or country of origin, were
given this kind of support ..."
•

*

Auxiliary Representatives
Picked in Wilmington
WILMINGTON — ILWU Women's
Auxiliary 8 will be represented at the
ILWU Federated Auxiliaries Executive
Board meeting, September 14 and 15,
in Seattle, by Sister Dorothy Chason.
Rose Arian, California State Vice
President of the Federated Auxiliaries,
also a member of Auxiliary 8, will
make the trip north, too.

Arbitrator to
Hear Local 26
Grievances
LOS ANGEL'ES — Two grievances,
one at Thrifty Drug and the other at
McKesson & Robbins Drug Company,
have been taken to arbitration by
niwu Local 26. Benjamin Aaron, of
UCLA, will hear both cases, and Local
26 President Al Caplan and the local's
attorney, Ben Margolis, will represent
the union in the matter.
The Thrifty Drug case concerns two
members, A. J. Gobert and Dave Braer,
who were fired by the company on
charges of alleged pilferage and misconduct. Gobert, a formed steward, and
Braer, an active rank-and-filer, deny
the charges and say the case is a
frame-up.
SENIORITY BEEF
Charles Mims and Lombie Vladeff
were laid off out of seniority in McKesson & Robbins' transfer of personnel to a new warehouse recently built
in Long Beach.
Although the company had posted
notice that any Los Angeles personnel
could apply for transfer to the new
warehouse, its representatives now
claim that the new operation is a
separate business, and that any persons working there are new employes,
with no seniority.

ILWU Credit Union
Makes Big Loans

WILMINGTON — Loans amounting
to $68,672.44 were made to members
of the ILWU Credit Union during the
month of August alone, bringing the
total of loans out to $303,225.13. The
August loans were made to 14.1 members.
Total of shares held by the 1,790
members of the Credit Union amounts
ILWU Auxiliary 28 Defends
to $271,438.69.
Two Foreign-Born Workers
LOS ANGELES ILWU Women's
A drive is currently on for ILWU
Auxiliary 28 has contributed $75 to members to take more shares, so that
each of two members of ILWU Local more money will be available for loans,
26 who are threatened with deporta- Credit Union Manager Merle Sullwold
tion under the McCarran-Walter Im- said. She pointed out that the Credit
Union pays a 31,4 to 4 per cent dividend
migration Act.
Jose Noriega and Arthur Dmytryk, on shares held by members.

Dispatcher photo.

Val Drayson, (right, standing) is probably the outstanding
ILWU Local 34 pensioner—from the standpoint of miles traveled since he refire.d from the 'front in 1952. He is 76 years old today and when
this picture was taken this week, with Henry Schmidt (ILWU Pension Director)
he was about to start on his third trip to North Rhodesia (Africa) to visit a
married daughter. Val is as hearty and healthy as he looks, and will probably
be back in the States again before very long.

Traveler

Louisiana Teachers racing
New Threat on Segregation
NEW ORLEANS—Louisiana teach- Catholic high schools may hope to
ers have especially knotty problems enter state-supported higher instituthis year. In addition to the usual tions without some teacher being fired
worries of low salaries, crowded class- In the process. The racists had derooms and congressional kangaroo manded that the rule apply to all stucourts, they're now caught between the dents, old and new, white and Negro.
The union charter question was
devil of local segregation orders and the
deep sea of losing their union charters. temporarily eased for eight non-inteIn the near future they must decide gated southern locals when The Ameriwhich authorities to follow: the union can Federation of Teachers extended
and the US Supreme Court( and be the time limit for revoking their
fired), or the state racist laws (and charters from March 1, 1957, to December 31, 1957.
lose their charters).
TEACHER THREAT
Among Louisiana's 13 unanimouslypassed anti-integration laws is one* Negotiations Continue
threatening dismissal of any teacher At Joaquin Compress
BAKERSFIELD — ILWU Local 26
or principal who favors school integration. One evidence of such a stand members at San Joaquin Compress
would be for a teacher to sign the re- recently turned down a 5 cents an hour
quired certificate of character for a wage increase offered by the company,
Negro student wishing to enter a white and negotiations continue.
In addition to wage demands,the cotschool.
Attorney General Gremillion's ruling ton compress workers want Health and
that only new students must have such Welfare coverage, improved vacation
certificates relaxed this threat some- provigons and three more paid holiwhat. Thus, Negro students leaving days, to make a total of six.

ILA Fights for Coastwide Unit in National Labor Board Election
(Continued from Page 1)
In another important development,
William Hurley, a longshoreman emplayed at Pier 25 North River tried to
provoke a port wide stoppage similar
te the stoppage in 1954 which lasted
29 days. Hurley, a winch driver, was
discharged by the superintendent, Danel Carey, for constantly hitting his
drafts against the teaming and the
pier doors.
After an argument about the rimming of the winches Hurley asked
Carey to fire him. Hurley refused as.
sistance of the shop steward and stppeered on the job later on with placards saying he was locked out and
announced that he was an AFL man,
After some confusion the men on the
pier disregarded the picket sign and
went back to work and finished the
ship. Efforhi art the pert of Hurley to

get AFL teamsters members of Local
807 were a dismal flop.
ILA officials said that the whole
stunt was.an effort to throw the port
into turmoil and produce another MeMahon case. Hurley has now filed an
unfair labor practice charge against
the Universal Stevedoring Corporation,
a member of the New York Shipping
Association.
Many observers here feel that the
AFL may use this phony unfair labor
practice charge to try and hold up the
coming representation election.
Recent negotiating sessions of the
ILA and employer groups throughout
the North Atlantic and Gulf ports have
proved fruitless. The ILA negotiating
committees following the decisjons of
the wage scale committee in Washington August 26 are holding fast for industry wide bargaining on six major

points: wages, welfare, pensions, vacations, size of gang, load limits and
common termination date before any
local or port wide negotiations take
place.
The negotiations session between the
ILA and NYSA lasted about ten minutes when the employers refused to
discuss any of these six points on an
Industry wide basis. The union committee walked out.
MEET WITH LABOR SECRETARY
Similar meetings in Miami, Fla., Mobile, Ala., and some North Atlantic
ports resulted in the same experiences
when the employers refused to discuss
Industry wide bargaining.
Top officials of the ILA met with
Secretary of Labor Mitchell after the
wage scale committee meeting in Washington. Unofficial reports indicate that
the ILA. representatives reported on

the gravity of the situation to the Secretary. No official statement was issued by the cenferees.
Captain William V. Bradley, president of the ILA in a letter mailed to
25,000 members of the IrLA in New
York stressed the importance of industry wide bargaining as a means of improving the wages and working conditions of the ILA membership.
Delegates to the West Gulf Dock and
Marine Council of the ILA consisting
of all ports west of New Orleans down
to the Mexican border at Brownsville
meeting in Houston, Tex., on September 9, unanimously decided to hold out
for national bargaining and an industry
wide contract on the six major points
adopted in Washington, D. C. District
President Ralph A. Massey gave the
delegates a report on the bargaining
situation to date.
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In the emergency of shock due to burns
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NLRB Made T-H Act
Worse. Says Morse
WASHINGTON — Under the "guise
of interpretation," the administration's
appointees to the National Labor Relations Board have in effect rewritten
the Taft - Hartley Act to give it a
greater "pro - employer, anti - union"
bias, Senator Wayne Morse (D., Ore.)
charged.
Eisenhower replaced career employes
with men "whose sole qualification lay
In their dedication to the reactionary
anti-labor philosophy of the Nati. Assn.
of Manufacturers," he added.
Men and women "have been fired
from their jobs" as a result; strikes
that would have won "had the law been
fairly applied" have been lost; peaceful picketing has been restrained and
the "cause of the workers has been
doomed," Morse said.
By applying Taft-Hartley in such a
way, Morse maintained, the NLRB
"has made it more difficult for employes to organize and for unions to
help them do it — especially In the
south."
Morse went on to say that the most
Important NLRB rulings were anti—
union.

SF Cargo Tonnage
Continues to Rise
SAN FRANCISCO — July tonnage
over Port of San Francisco piers registered a gain of 104,000 tons over the
same month last year, Port Director
Charles Tait announced last month.
A total of 515,680 revenue tons of
cargo moved through the port in July,
as against 411,000 tons in July, 1955,
according to port wharfage records.
Last month's volume also scored a
gain of 48,000 tons over June, when
467,000 revenue tons were handled at
the port.
Tonnage increases were recorded for
foreign, intercoastal and inland waterway shipments, with foreign export
cargo showing the sharpest increase,
the port director said.

ILWU Local 13 Gives 3 Trophies
WILMINGTON — Three trophies
were given winning teams in the Little
League by ILWU Local 13. The teams,
which include sons of longshoremen up
to 12 years old, are managed by Etta
Petrov, wife'of Local 13 member Pete
Petrov.

No Choice for Negroes
In GOP or Democrats
NEW YORK
The Negro voter
must choose between "Tweedledum
and Tweedledee" at the polls this
November, editorializes the current
Issue of The Crisis, publication of
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
The Crisis, the editorial explains,
"had expected more forthright civil
rights planks than the ones adopted
by either party," because both "are
anxious to win the balance-of-power
Negro vote this fall. We had not expected much of the Democrats because of their pro-segregation southern wing," the editorial added, "but
we had expected a little better of the
Republicans."

Nominations Open
In ILWU Local 6
SAN FRANCISCO — Nominations
for office in ILWU Warehouse Union
Local 6 open on September 15, and will
remain open until October 15, it was
announced this week.
Elective offices which will be open in
the warehouse local include those of
president and secretary-treasurer, as
well as business agents, dispatchers,
trustees, executive board and International convention delegates in all divisions of the local.
Balloting committees will be elected
In all divisions next month, in accordance with the local's amended constitution.
Incumbent officials who want to run
for office again are required to file
their nominations by October 1.

ILWU Local 13 Football
Team to be on TV Soon
WILMINGTON
ILWU Local 13's
sCmi-professional football's team will
play nine games this season on TV. The
team is composed entirely of Local 13
members, and is being managed by
Gardena Flores.
The team's home field will be at
Harbor Tech Junior College. Uniforms
and equipment have been purchased by
Local 13, and a band is being formed
which will play at all the team's games.

Package Deal Won at Glostex Co.
LOS ANGELES—A 9/
1
2
, cents an
hour package, which includes Class A
Health and Welfare coverage, was the
regult of negotiations between ILWU
Local 26 and Glostex Chemical Company.

Salt-soda solution, easy to make and given by mouth, may save many lives as
emergency treatment for shock resulting from severe burns.
The traditional treatment for shock is injection into the veins of blood, or
plasma, or the so-called plasma extenders. This treatment requires skilled, prompt
medical care, and supplies of blood or plasma on hand.
Recent large-scale tests showed a salt-soda solution likewise effective; it can be
used in emergencies where medical care is not immediately available.
For emergency purposes, dissolve a teaspoonful of table salt and one-half teaspoonful of baking soda in a quart of tap water. The burned person should be encouraged to drink as much as he can, He may need six or seven quarts or more
during the first twelve hours after injury. But no liquid, this or any other, should
be given to anyone who is unconscious, or forced on anyone who cannot swallow.
Tests on the effectiveness of the salt-soda solution were reported by the United
States Public Health Service last month, upon publication of the results in the
Journal of the American Medical Association.
The two kinds of emergency treatment were compared over a period of three
and a half years in several Lima, Peru, hospitals, by US and Peruvian physicians
under sponsorship of the Public Health Service.
Among severely burned patients, both adults and children, half receird the
blood-plasma emergency care, half the salt-soda solution, for the first 48 hours.
Burns ranged from 10 percent to as much as 75 percent of the body surface. Treatment for the burns as such did not differ, only for the shock so often following
burns.
There were no substantial differences as to the number of patients going into
shock, or the number dying as a result of shock; the salt-soda procedure had no
harmful effects even when given in large amounts.
Shock used to cause countless deaths among patients with burns and other
kinds of injuries, until in the past twenty years the blood plasma treatment was
developed; but this still doesn't help when you're miles from a doctor.
With burns covering 10 percent or more of the body, shock can cause death.
Shock is a state of deep physical and mental depression following severe injury,
usually three to five hours later.
, There is acute failure of circulation In the outer parts of the body. Chief
symptoms are pale, cold, clammy skin; slow breathing; feeble, rapid pulse; and
sometimes loss of consciousness.
In burns, the body loses fluids that should be circulating; there is immediate
need for replacement, and hence need for prompt emergency measures,

Homes Are Hazardous
Falls lead among the causes of home accidents, the serious ones resulting in
injury or death, the San Francisco Health Department noted this month.
The Health Department surveyed the chain of events leading up to more than
1,500 accidents in homes, coming to the conclusion that simple precautions would
have prevented a large number of tragedies.
The main offenders, in order of frequency, in accidents where a person slipped
or tripped were found to be:
Floors, especially wet, greasy, or waxed; stairs; rugs or carpets; and bathtubs
or showers.
There were also many cases of people injured when they fell off something:
Furniture, leading the list; then ladders; children's vehicles; and porches. 1

Accidental poisioning can happen
First thing to do when a person swallows poison is call a physician or hospital.
And it's a good idea to have an up-to-date first aid book to give you the important
emergency measures to take while waiting for the doctor.
To help guard against accidental poisoning, the United States Food and Drug
Administration has prepared a guide, summarized here:
Keep all medicines, poisons and household chemicals out of children's reach,
away from food, and locked up if they're dangerous.
Do not store poisonous or inflammable things, like kerosene, gasoline or rat
poison, in old food or beverage containers.
Read all labels, carefully following any "caution" directions. Even If the label
doesn't say "poison," incorrect use can be dangerous. (Exercise caution with
chemicals even though the label gives no warning; not all are properly labeled.)
Do not use food that smells or looks different than usual, and remember in disposing of bad food that it may poison animals, too.
When you throw away medicine or anything hazardous, be sure children or
animals can't reach it.
Do as effective a job as you can in warning small children not to eat or drink
medicines, chemicals, plants or berries they happen to find, unless they have your
permission.
Have plenty of air in a room where you use cleaning fluids; avoid breathing in
the vapors.
Protect your skin and eyes when you use Insect poisons and sprays, weed killers,
solvents or cleaning agents. Wash thoroughly afterwards, and take off any clothing these things have touched. Keep food and utensils out of the way when you're
using them.
Do not take medicines in the dark. Read the label, including all the directions.
Pay close attention in measuring medicine, and don't take more than the
physician prescribed.
•
Safeguard tablets that are candied, flavored or colored, like much children's
aspirin. Children may think they're candy and eat them.
Never take medicine from an unlabeled bottle.
Use prescription medicine only for the person the physician ordered it for.
Throw out left-overs in your medicine chest periodically, especially any medicine
your physician ordered for a particular illness. Do not take old medicine even if
symptoms are the same; some medicines change with age, and the same symptoms
don't always mean the same illness.
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and author of "Nutrition and Alcoholism" published
by the University of Oklahoma Press in 1951. In a
foreword to this book the late Professor A. J. Carlson
of the University of Chicago wrote: "... if Dr. WilHams' working hypothesis, based on experiments on
rats and on man, should prove basic as to the primary
cause of alcoholism, the addicts on Dr. Williams'
therapy should be able to return to alcohol consumption in moderation, a behavior control not revealed by
any other therapy of this affliction."
Dr. Williams' hypothesis upon which his therapy is
based accepts "the biological fact of inborn differences."
"It is well known," he says, "that people have inborn differences in their potentialities of growing big
bodies, big fet, big hands, and so on, and that even the
shapes of their heads, hands, legs, noses, ears, eyes,
and other organs are determined by heredity. What
is less obvious but probably more important is the
existence of inborn differences with respect to the size,
shape and activity of their internal organs, including
hormone-producing glands such as thyroids, adrenals,
and pituitaries. These endoctrine glands actually do
differ materially in size, shape, and make-up from
one individual to another."
The difficulty of getting alcoholics to accept treatment for the disease was one of ,the ,things leading
Dr. Williams and his associates to search for a cure
rather than mere means of making alcoholics total
abstainers for the rest of their lives.
"One of the factors in treating alcoholics," he says,
"is that oftentimes, in spite of its devastating effect,
the drinking of liquor is one of their main sources of
pleasure. For them te eliminate this enjoyment from
their Jives would be like surrendering an arm,or an
eye. Each person. gains satisfaction in accordance with
different patterns: music, poetry, eating, sex, and so
on are important in different degrees to each individual. For some alcoholics (but not all) drinking is a
prime pleasure, regardless of any compulsion. As soon
as it is recognized that moderate drinking may pot be
out of the question—not for all alcoholics at least—
then some who would otherwise reject the treatment
will gladly accept it."
Dr. Williams turned a colony of white rats into
alcoholics as an experiment. Using two colonies, he
furnished both with water and ten percent solution of
alcohol. He gave one colony -food containing all the
necessary vitamins. He fed the other so as to create •
vitamin deficiency. The vitamin deficient rats turned
to the alcohol. The rats receiving proper nutrition
stuck with the water.
IN March of this year the ILWU Coast caucus of
longshore, shipsclerks and walking boss locals
heard and approved a report of the Coast Labor Relations Committee which, among other things, dealt
with the problem of alcoholism.
The report revealed that the Welfare Fund staff
had spent considerable time investigating and consulting with experts on the problem. Concluding that
it is "imposible even to ascertain the costs of handling the problems of this disease ourselves," the
committee asserted that "there seems to be no alternative except to work at the legislative level."
There's been considerable change in attitude since
Grandma's day when alcoholics were skeletons in the
family closet and deemed morally depraved and possessed of the devil. Today alcoholism is recognized
as a disease, in fact the fifth major disease in rank,
and the alcoholic is recognized as a sick man or
woman who 'needs expert medical and/or psychological help.
Unfortunately both legislators and police authorities have shown disinclination to keep pace with
medical research, with the result that little or no
public funds are made available for either research
or care and the alcoholic is still by and large treated
as willfully anti-social.
The success of a few centers—you can count them on
your fingers—where alcoholics have been rehabilitated
only point up the desperate need for serious and considerable research into the nature, cause and cure of
the disease and for enough treatment centers to approximate the deplorable statistics.
The alcoholics of record are only those who have
come under medical or reportable observation of one
kind or another. They run Into the millions. It is
Impossible to estimate how many more there are
who seek no help, manage to escape police "drunk"
roundups or whose state of health is kept hidden by
their mortified families.

When is a Dtiker 'Alcoholic'?
grHERE is a recognized difference between alcoholSeliger,

ism and social drinking. Dr. Robert V.
'
chief psychiatrist of the Neuropsychiatric Institute of
Baltimore, says: "Medically, an individual is considered to be an alcoholic if his use of alcohol interferes with one or more of his important life activities,
as for example, his job standing and ability, his reputation, his home life. This interference is shown in

Drinker or Muni'
I. How He Begins

-•
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behavior, in his inability to stop drinking at will, in
the fact that alcohol "handles" him; promises, resolutions, even threats are powerless against this domination.
"In contrast, the social drinker can stop drinking at
will. He limits himself to several drinks, except at
parties and even then usually stops short of actually
getting drunk to the extent of not knowing what he is
doing. The social drinker may, frequently, be injudicious in speech or action but does not so lose selfcritical judgment as to be involved in real jams, fights
with strangers, police, etc.
"However, heavy social drinkers—and their numbers appear to be increasing—do get themselves and
others into difficulties; and this group constitutes a
danger as an accident risk; also from their ranks the
chronic alcoholic usually develops."
Dr. Seliger sums up the making of an alcoholic:
"He is a product of his ancestry, the way his grandparents and parents lived, the extent of their drinking,
their racial background, of his personal early experiences in life, the inevitable clashes with other per-,
sonalities, the likes and dislikes, the disciplines, the
heartaches of childhood and how he assimilated or
did not assimilate them; of, also, later experiences in
life, from job changes to marriage or love experiences;
of religion or lack of religion and basic belief, vague
or less vague philosophy; of the social drinking habits
of his friends; and of the social pressure to drink occasioned by those habits."
•

Physical Condition is Considered
R. SELIGER'S list of causes is weighted on the
psychological side. There are other researchers
into the causes of alcoholism who, while,not discounting psychological factors, give more weight to possible
physical or inherited physical conditions that might
turn the social drinker into an alcoholic.
Such a one is Dr. Roger J. Williams, a biochemist

D

VERY .beginning of the use of
alcoholic drinks has always a social
motive in the prospective addictive
and nonaddictive alcoholic.
In contrast to the average social
drinker, however, the prospective alcoholic (together with the occasional
symptomatic excessive drinker) soon
experiences a rewarding relief through
his drinking. The relief is strongly
marked in his case because either his
tensions are much greater than in
other members of his social circle, or
he has not learned to handle those
tensions as others do.
At first this drinker ascribes his
relief to the situation rather than to
the drinking and he seeks therefore
those situations in which incidental
drinking will occur. Sooner or later, of
course, he becomes aware of the relationship between relief and drinking.
In the beginning he seeks this relief
only occasionally, but in the course of
six months to two years his tolerance
for tension decreases to such a degree
that he takes recourse to alcoholic
relief practically daily.
Nevertheless, his drinking does not
result in open intoxication, but he
reaches towards the evening a stage
of release from emotional stress. Even
in the absence of intoxication this involves fairly heavy drinking, particularly in comparison to the use of
alcoholic beverages by other members
of his circle. The drinking is, nevertheless, not conspicuous either to his
associates or to himself.
After a certain time the drinker
comes to need a somewhat larger
amount of alcohol than formerly in
order to reach the "soothing" stage.
This type of drinking behavior may
last from several months to two years
according to circumstances and may
be called the prealeoholic phase, which

THE
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is divided into stages
relief-drinking and
drinking.
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MAJOR DISEASE
He then restored the colony of alcoholics to health
and to the shunning of alcohol through massive dosages of vitamins.
"Not only does alcoholic consumption give rise to
body deficiencies, but conversely body deficiencies
give rise to alcoholic consumption," Dr. Williams
contends. He reports cases where alcoholics have,
through nutritional treatment to overcome body deficiencies, been returned to a pattern of socially acceptable drinking.

Most Say Alcoholics Cannot Drink
OST EXPERTS, as reported in available literature on the subject, do not agree that alcoholics,
once addicted, can ever return to moderate, non-harmful drinking. In the current (September) issue of Today's Health Dr. Marvin A. Block, chairman of the
.Committee on Alcoholism of the American Medical
Association Council on Medical Health, says: s.
"One fact is recognized by all physicians who treat
alcoholics. Once addicted to alcohol, the alcoholic can
no longer drink without danger to himself and others.
Voluminous experience incontrovertibly points to this
conclusion which has become an important part of the
therapy arid the learning process. This point must be
stressed; an alcoholic, once he takes a drink, appears
to initiate a chain reaction which compels him to continue.'
"
"No matter how long his periods of abstinence,
once he starts he finds it almost impossible to stop
drinking. His recovery, therefore, lies in complete
abstinence. With this the physician stands ready to
help him. An educational program whereby the patient gains complete understanding of his problem will
helP to keep him from taking that first drink. In addition to the physician, he can call upon Alcoholics
Anonymous as well as clergymen and counselors."
There is hardly a paper, pamphlet or authoritative
Work'of any kind written on alcoholism that does not
Pay homage to Alcoholics Anonymous for its effective
Work in tehabilitation of alcoholics.
Fritinded in 1935 by an alcoholic who had been in
many institutions and discharged from the last one
as a "hopeless case," AA is not an organization in
the sense that a trade union or a club is an organization, It has no dues, no formal officers, no real organizational structure. It maintains offices in principal
cities through passing the hat at group meetings.
In arty given city many groups, meet on • any- given
night. The alcoholic seeking help from fellow alcoholics is guided to any of these groups by the central

M

office which can be found in the telephone book. Members of AA become members by declaring themselves
as such and only their first names are used.
AA cooperates with treatment centers where they
exist and often is successful with its own method of
rehabilitation. Yet is has no special program other
than sympathetic understanding of the alcoholic's
problems.

Where Help is found
THE ADULT Guidance clinic in San Francisco has
reported a heartening measure of success in the
treating of alcoholics and people who are "problem
drinkers," This clinic, located at 150 Otis street in San
Francisco, is open to all residents of San Francisco
who have a drinking problem. They need not have
reached the stage of addiction or physical collapse.
The only other requirements are that he come to the
clinic voluntarily, that he recognize he has a drinking
problem, that he is willing to do something about his
drinking problem and that he show evidence of being
able to use the clinic's services constructively.
Both psychotherapy and group psychotherapy are
available to those who want it. Vitamins are administered and other medication is given according to the
need of the patient. In addition the patients can attend a series of six lectures in the evenings where
they will learn the aims of the clinic and how it operates, also the physical, social and emotional aspects
of problem drinking.
The lectures begin with a representative of AA, who
explains its principles and methods and end with a
representative of the clinic to clear up any unanswered questions. Meanwhile, the patient will have
heard a doctor of medicine, a psychiatrist, a nurse and
a psychiatric social worker, all on the problems of
alcohol.
The doctor will explain that alcohol is a food coming mainly from starches, but a food that contains no
vitamins, no proteins, no minerals, all of which are
needed by the body; so that living on alcohol is one
way of dying. The psychiatrist will explain the tensions, the emotional disturbances and other things
that complicate the life of an alcoholic.
Whatever his state, the patient will find this clinic
a helpful haven if he has real desire to solve his problem. The attitude of the staff is no different than it
•would be if he were receiving treatment for a sore
knee. Once in it, the patients return for shots and
whatever other treatment they need with no more
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embarrassment than they would experience in the
waiting room of a dentist. No matter what shape he
is in the patient is always "mister," and genuinely so.
Another important feature of the clinic is a lecture
course for the wives and families of alcoholics, for it
is recognized that in a case of alcoholism, Just as in a
case of tuberculosis or other similar disease, the
family has a definite and important role to perform
on the road to recovery and rehabilitation.
There is much to be learned about alcoholism.
Whether it is wholly or partly caused by psychological
factors or whether it is wholly or partly caused by
physical factors is something for medical and psychiatric researchers to find out and it is to be hoped that
the size of the problem will be enough understood
that something will be done, as the ILWU Coast Labor
Relations Committee suggests, at the legislative level.
As recognized by the ILWU Coast Longshore, Shipsclerks and Walking Boss Caucus, alcoholism is not
merely the problem of the unfortunate who is caught
by it. Its far-reaching social and economic implications make it the problem of all of us. The waste and
unhappiness caused by it leave no man or woman untouched.
Meanwhile, alcoholics or problem drinkers of the
present moment need not despair if they want to be
helped. At least their physicians are in position now
to treat or guide them.
And there is also Alcoholics Anonymous, never
to be discounted for a try.
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this phase is "heavy;" but not conspic- mend by the drinker, but could pos- ing behavior. Be produces the welluous, as it does . not lead to marked sibly be a conversion phenomenon.
known alcoholic "alibis."
open intoxications.
This demand lasts until the drinker
Be finds explanations which conThe effect is that the prospective is too intoxicated or too sick to take
vince him that he did not lose control,
addict reaches towards evening a state
more alcohol. The physical discomfort but that he had a good reason to get
which may be called emotional anes- caused by this drinking behavior is intoxicated and that in the absence of
thesia. Nevertheless, this condition re- contrary to the object of the drinker, such reasons he is able to handle alcoquires drinking well beyond the ordi- which is merely to feel "different.” As hol as well as anybody else.
nary usage. The drinking is on a level a matter of fact, the bout may not even
which may begin to interfere with
be started by any individual need of
rationalizations are needed
metabolic and nervous processes as the moment, but by a "social drink." THESE
primarily for himself and only secshown by the frequent alcoholic "blackAfter recovery from the intoxication, ondarily for his family and associates.
outs."
it is not the "loss of control"—that is,
The rationalizations make it possible
The "covering-up" which is shown the physical demand, apparent or real for him to continue with his drinking,
by the drinker in this stage is the first —which leads to a new bout after sev- and this is of the greatest importance
sign that his drinking might separate eral days or several weeks; the renewal to him as he knows no alternative for
him from society, although at the out- of drinking is set off by the original handling his problems.
set the drinking may have served as a
psychological conflicts or by a simThis is the beginning of an entire
method of overcoming some lack of ple social situation which involves "system of rationalizations" which prosocial integration.
drinking.
gressively spreads to every aspect of
As, in the "warning" phase, rationThe "loss of control" is effective his life. While this system largely origare
behavior
alizations of the drinking
after the individual has started drink- inates in inner needs, it also serves to
not strong and there is some insight ing, but it does not give rise to the counter social pressures which arise at
as well as fear of possible conse- beginning of a new drinking bout. The the time of the "loss of control." At
quences, it is feasible to intercept in- drinker has lost the ability to control this time, of course, the drinking becipient alcohol addiction at this stage. the quantity once be has started but havior becomes conspicuous, and the
In the United States of America, the
he still can control whether he will parents, wife, friends, and employer
with alcohol is publicity given to these symptoms be- drink on any given occasion or not. may begin to reprove and warn the
further evidence of this "need." gins to bring prospective alcoholics to This is evidenced in the fact that after drinker.
When he prepares to go to a social clinics as well as to groups of Alco- the onset of "loss of control" the
In spite of all the rationalizations,
gathering his first thought is whether holics Anonymous.
drinker can go through a period of there is a marked loss of self-esteem,
there will be enough alcohol for his
It goes without saying that evest at voluntary abstinence ("going on the and this demands compensations which,
requirements, and he has several this stage the only possible road for wagon").
in a certain sense, are also rationalizadrinks in anticipation of a possible this type a drinker is that of total
The question of why the drinker re- tions. One way of compensation is the
shortage.
abstinence.
turns to drinking after repeated disas- grandiose behavior which the addict
Because of this increasing dependThe "warning" period may last any- trous experiences is often raised.
begins to display at this time. Extravaence upon alcohol, the onset of avid
where from six months to four or five
Although he will not admit it, the gant expenditures and grandiloquence
drinking (gulping of the first or first years, according to the physical and
alcohol addict believes that he has lost convince him that he is not as bad as
two drinks) occurs at this time.
psychological makeup of the drinker, his will power and that he can and he had thought at times.
As the drinker realizes, at least his family ties, vocational relations, must regain it. He is not aware that he
The rationalization system gives rise
vaguely, that his drinking is outside general interests, and so forth.
has undergone a process which makes to another system, namely the "system
of the ordinary, he develops guilt
The phase ends and the crucial or it impossible for him to control his of isolation." The rationalizations quite
feelings about his drinking behavior acute phase begins with the onset of alcohol intake.
naturally lead to the idea that the fault
and because of this he begins to avoid loss of control, which is the critical
To "master his will" becomes a mat- lies not within himself but in others
reference to alcohol in conversation.
symptom of alcohol addiction.
ter of the greatest importance to him. and this results in a progressive withThese behaviors, together with an
When tensions rise, "a drink" is the drawal from the social environment.
increasing frequency' of "blackouts,"
natural remedy for him and he is con- The first sign of this attitude is a
III. The Crucial Phase
marked aggressive behavior.
foreshadow the development of alcohol
vinced that this time it will be one or
OSS OF CONTROL means that as two drinks only.
addiction; they are premonitory' signs,
Inevitably, this latter behavior genand this period may be called the
soon as any small quantity of alcoPractically simultaneously with the erates guilt. While even in the "warnwarning phase of alcohol addiction. hol is taken a demand for more alcohol onset of "loss of control" the alcohol ing" period remorse about the drinkThe consumption of alcoholic drinks in Is set up which is felt as a physical de- addict begins to rationalize his drink(Continued on Page 12)

constitute bases for experimental hypotheses.
The onset of "alcoholic palimpsests"
Is followed (and in some instances preceded) by the onset of drinking habits
which indicate that, for this drinker,
beer, wine and spirits have practically
ceased to be beverages and have become sources of a drug which he
"needs."
Some of these habits imply that this
drinker has some vague realization
that he drinks differently from others.
Surreptitious drinking is one of
them. At social gatherings the drinker
seeks °Cessions for having a few
drinks unknown to others, as he fears
that if it were known that he drinks
more than the others he would be misjudged; those to whom drinking is
only a custom or a small pleasure
would not understand that, because he
is different from them, alcohol is for
him a necessity, although he is not a
drunkard.
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Labor Research Body Reveals
Why Our Taxes Are So High
NEW YORK—As both parties again
begin promising a cut in taxes and conveniently forget the same promise made
4 years ago, a thoroughly documented
study, "The Burden of Taxes," has
been issued by the Labor Research Association.
Pointing out that the 84th Congress
did nothing to lower the taxes of the
American worker, the LRA reveals
which groups carry the heaviest tax
load and graphically shows how rich
persons and wealthy corporations dodge
reporting a big part of their income.
While written by specialists, "The
Burden of Taxes" is in non-technical
language. After explaining the various
levies - federal, state and local, it shows
which taxes hit the worker and lowincome taxpayer the hardest. A graphic
presentation is made of various sales

Machinists
Ask Thirty
Hour Week
SAN FRANCISCO—Delegates to the
convention of the International Union
of Machinists (AFL-CIO), assembled
here for the last two weeks, voted support for a 30-hour work week after
considerable debate.
The union, which meets in convention
every four years and has 900,000 members, indicated that it wanted a shorter
work week in order to spread available
work, not to make it possible for a
worker to hold down two or three jobs
at the same time.
DANGER CITED
Speakers on the resolution pointed
out the danger that if the work week
were shortened to 30 hours, machinists
would go out and find another job, and
the union's Shorter Work Week Committee proposed a policy statement opposing the holding of two or more jobs
by any member of the union.
The resolution was approved bit it
was agreed not to write it into the union's constitution, as attorneys for the
organization said it would be unenforceable.
In other actions the convention:
DEMOS ENDORSED
is Voted down a resolution that
would have restricted the negotiation
of "inter-union" agreements.
•Endorsed Senator Wayne Morse
(D.. Ore.) for re-election.
is Endorsed Adis' Stevenson and
Estes Kefanver, Democratic candidates
for the Presidency and Vice-Presidency.
(Both candidates addressed the convention.)
•Criticized the Atomic Energy Commission for its handling of labor relation,.
•Criticized the Hatch Act for the
restrictions it places on political activity by government employes.
* Called for legislation to prevent
government workers from being "second-class citizens."
Fifteen hundred delegates attended
the convention.

taxes and different so-called indirect
taxes which boost the price of consumer
goods.
LRA economists have figures that
the treasury loses about $16.5 billion
a year due to well-designed loopholes
in tax laws, special concessions and
favors to upper-bracket incomes and
giant corporations. Exploiters of natural resources, such as oil companies,
get away with about $1.5 billion every
year through the "depletion" gimmick.
,The major reason for high taxes,
according to LRA, is "the bottomless
pit of federal military expenditures,"
with profiteering by defense contractors and the waste of coldwar spending.

Scrap Iron Is
Being Shipped
To Japan Again
SAN PEDRO—Scrap iron in huge
quantities is scheduled to leave here in
the next month and a half for Japan's
steel industry.
Six large cargo carriers flying the
flags of Great Britain, Panama and
China (Natiomilist) will carry 60,000
tons of scrap iron from the Los Angeles harbor area to Japan.
In addition to the scrap, Japan has
also contracted for delivery of 50,000
tons of iron ore.
Moving in the opposite direction, this
harbor is slated to receive large-scale
shipments of chrome ore from the
Philippine Islands, the first shipment
of which arrived here at Pier 136, the
new bulk dock in the harbor, aboard
the Java Pacific Line's Dutch motor
vessel, the Wonosobo on August 26.
Chrome ore is used in making firebrick for the hearths of steel-plants.

Correction
In the centerspread article of August 31—"Coast Agreements & Coastwide Bargaining"—a line was mad-'
vertently dropped which gave the
impression that iongshore wages in
North Atlantic ports under the jurisdiction of the International Longshoremen's Association varied considerably. Wages in these ports
(Portland, Maine to Norfolk, Virginia) have been the same for at
least 20 years. Working conditions
vary.

3% Switch
Health Plan
In Bay Area
SAN FRANCISCO — In the annual
choice of health coverage offered Bay
area ILWU Local 6 warehousemen and
women under their welfare plan, 163
families elected to change coverage,
three percent of the 5,650 now eligible.
Changes were almost evenly divided
between the two plans. Currently, 56
percent of the families in this area are
enrolled in the Kaiser Foundation service plan, the other 44 percent in the insured plan underwritten by Continental
Casualty Company.
This year the Kaiser Foundation
raised its premium. The welfare contracts tie the two plans' premiums together; improvements in insured plan
benefits went into effect September 1.
The choice took place August 24 in
San Francisco, Oakland, Crockett and
Redwood City warehouses covered under the welfare program Local 6 negotiated in 1953. Some 800 Stockton Local
6 and Sacramento Local 17 families are
also in the warehousemen's welfare prograiii, with insured health benefits.

California to
Accept 1,000
P.I. Workers
MANILA,P. 1.—The Philippine Government has been advised through Secretary of„Labor Eleuterio Adevoso that
1,000 Filipino agricultural workers will
be admitted to the United States
shortly for work on California plantations.
Adevoso sent a memorandum on tlie
program to the vice-president of the
Republic and its foreign secretary, and
clarified points regarding the program.
The proposed contract of employment, he advised his colleagues, compares favorably with those entered into
by American employers with Puerto
Rico, Japan, Jamaica, the Bahamas and
Mexico.
Representatives of US employers in
California will come to the Philippine
Islands to recruit the 1,000 workers
from among 6,000 registered with the
National Employment Service, the labor secretary revealed.
The proposed contract must still be
approved by the government of this
Republic, and has the disadvantage
that the major burden of transportation costs will have to be paid for by
the workers themselves, and employment itself will be for a minimum of
six months and a maximum, of three
years.

Clint Jencks Case to Be
Heard on October 15
WASHINGTON, D.C. — The Appeal
of Clint Jencks from conviction under
the "non-Communist" affidavit provision of the Taft-Hartley law, will be
argued before the US Supreme Court
on October 15.
Jencks, former organizer for the
Mine, Mill & Smelter Workers Union
was convicted of falsifying his affidavit
and was sentenced to 5 years in prison.

Miami Uses Convict. Scabs in Try to Break Strike
MIAMI—The city of Miami tried to Evans issued a back - to work ultimatum, threatening to fire all those
break a strike of 700 Negro sanitation
workers by recruiting 70 prisoners to who did not go back by July 23. Henry
replace them. However, about 15 of W. Korner, executive secretary of the
the convicts walked off the job, seizing Civil Service Board, told city departthe opportunity to make their escape.
In letters to Mayor Randall Christmas and City Manager A. E. Evans,
the Dade County Central Labor Union
executive board protested the use of
WILMINGTON — Three tournaconvict scabs, saying: "Your use of
convict labor as strikebreakers fills us ments have been held by the ILWU
with fear for the safety of our wives Local 13 Col.( Club since its formation
in May. First was at Meadowlark Golf
and children."
Club in June with 50 players entered.
According to city officials, the sani- ,Honors were carried away by Arol
tation workers are prohibited by law Thomas, Paul
Halstead and Roger
from joining the union. However, an
Grant.
official of the Miami City Employees
Second tourney was in July at WitUnion told the ,CLU board that "We
felt that the city should at least recog- lowick Country Club with 44 entrants.
nize the union and sit down with the Prize winners in this contest were Joe
union leaders to discuss the problems." Alemida, Jack Harris, Louis Patalano,
Matt Marusch and Roger Grant.
The sanitation workers are seeking
The last competition was held at the
a 15-cent hourly wage hike to bring
Lakewood Golf and Country Club in
them up to $1.25 an hour, plus paid
August, with 42 entered. Winning playvacations.
ers were John Liles, Aral Thomas, Lou
On the second day of the strike Patalano, John Reyes, Bob Petrich,

ment heads "the entire Negro community" is behind the walkout. The Negro
Ministerial Alliance was reported planning to conduct a drive from the pulpits for aid to the strikers.

ILWU Local 13 Players Won Many Prizes
in Three Golf Tournaments in L. A. Area
Archie Petrovich, Joe Chavez, Les
Kennedy, Vern Richards, Danny Capiola, Dick Bowen and Bob Griffin.
Meetings of the club are held the second Tuesday of each month and all
members interested are invited to attend. Plans are under way now for another tournament.
Local 13 Elections Set for Sept. 17-19
WILMINGTON Election of a secretary-treasurer, a night business agent,
4 dispatchers and six delegates to the
Southern California ILWU District
Council will be held by ILWU Local 13,
on September 17, 18 and 19. The runoff will be held September 26, 27 and
28.

Anti-Negro Myth Exploded by Survey in Portland. Ore:
PORTLAND, Ore.—The introduction
of Negroes into a previously "all
white" residential area does not depreciate property values.
This was the major conclusion in a
report which the Urban League of
Portland has just released on a 2-year
survey of housing trends as they affect
Negroes here.
The survey covered five "test" areas
and five "control" areas in the city,
and reviewed a 10-year period of house
sales in each area. Each test area contained one non-white dwelling and included all properties within or touching a 300-foot radius of the non-white
residence. The control areas contained
no non-white dwellings, and were adjacent to the test areas or similar to
them in type of dwelling.
PRICES CO UP
The study showed that the average
price of homes in the test areas (eon-

taming the non-whiles) showed an
average percentage gain on resale
which was less than the average percentage gain on resales in the all white
areas. But, in three instances the reverse was true, and in none of the integrated areas was the average resale
figure after the non-whites moved in
less than that of previous sales.
The report said Portland has made
outstanding progress in a relatively
short time toward wiping out racial injustice in a number of fields, but housing is not one of them.
The housing woes of the city's 13,240
non-white citizens (9,529 of them are
Negro) is a "matter for shame and disgrace," the report charged.
WANT INTEGRATION
The attitude of white residents
toward Negroes as neighbors was investigated by means of interviews, in

the test and control areas. Out of the
451 interviews completed, some of the
conclusions reached: 1) In the test
areas, a slight majority favored integration (among those living in close
proximity to non-whites, more than
two-thirds were favorable); while in
the all white areas, it was the other
way around prejudice-wise. 2) Persons
who indicated they' came in contact
with Negroes in their church, community or union activities expressed,
proportionately, a more favorable attitude toward housing integration than
those without such contacts. 3) A majority of those opposing integration believed their neighbors would back up
their prejudice.
Only a small minority of those favoring integration had confidence their
neighbors would agree with them, with
the majority uncertain. Only about 1/
4

of those favoring integration said they
would act in defense of a Negro family
moving into their neighborhood and
meeting hostility. About % of those
opposing integration indicated they
would act to stop Negroes from moving
Into their neighborhoods. 4) Younger
persons were found to be less prejudiced than older persons. On the basis
of age, 46 per cent of persons between
20 and 25 years of age showed little or
no prejudice; 29 per cent moderate
prejudice and 25 per cent extreme
prejudice. Among persons 51 years and
older, 40 per cent showed extreme
prejudice, 28 per cent moderate prejudice and 32 per cent little or no prejudice.
The survey was Initiated by Edwin
C. Berry, formerly Executive Secretary
of the Urban League, here. Berry is
now director of the Chicago league.
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Local 26 Wins
19 Cents More
At Stafford
LOS ANGELES—A package worth
171/2 cents to 19 cents an hour, which
includes wages, Health and Welfare
coverage, and two paid holidays, was
won in negotiations between ILWU
Local 26 and Stafford Mills. The agreement was reached after members at the
hay-hauling plant had authorized strike
action if necessary.
The two paid holidays (Thanksgiving
and Christmas) marks the first time
that paid holidays have been won in
this or any company in this industry.
Considered a major gain, and worth
about 6 cents an hour, is the company's
payment of health and welfare coverage for the worker's dependents. Before
the new contract, workers had to pay
dependent's premiums themselves.
The one year contract, which also includes increases in tonnage rates for
long line drivers, went into effect August 20.
41.

Local 6 Respects
Glass Picket Line
OAKLAND—ILWU Local 6 members. working at the Owens-Illinois
Glass Company's plant here are respecting picket-lines put up by the
Flintglass Workers of North America
(AFL-CIO) on September 1.
About 100 Local 6 warehousemen
are out of the plant, and the glass
workers are on strike throughout the
company's many plants.
They are asking for a 15 percent
wage raise and a one-year contract;
the company has offered a three-yea
contract and a 4 percent raise.

Local 13 Bail Team
Wins Champ Title
WILMINGTON-1956 champion of
the ILWU Baseball Day League is Joe
& Monk's team, who copped the title
by defeating the Sirocco team, 8-5, 8-5,
In the league playoffs.
Members of the championship team,
all members of ILWU Local 13, are
Jack MilosovIch, Monk Martelia, Joe
Horta, Pino Carreon, Gardena Flores,
Vic Salcido, Marcus Gutierrez, Vince
Barraza, Pete Petrov, Bill Starr, Don
Gregory and Ray Poche.
The team played an exhibition game
with an "all-star" team made up of
players in the Day League at the Labor
Day picnic in Peck's Park, San Pedro.

A note,of illusirrated ignorance appeared before the Board of Edocation ottIces in Loulsyille, Ky., September 10, when unidentified white supremacists picketed to "appose" racial integration in the schools. The Day law mentioned on one of the signs forbade integration. It was declared unconstitutional by the Kentucky Court of Appeals eight years ago.

The (Mpposition

Racist Mobs in South Try to Stop
Integration of the Public Schools

Sparked mainly by provocateurs of
White Citizens Councils, mobs this
month attempted by threat and violence
to prevent racial integration in SouthLOS ANGELES Latest offer of ern schools as ordered more than two
Quaker Oats, now in negotiations with years ago by the Supreme Court of the
ILWU Local 26, was Unanimously re- United States.
jected by.the members, and negotiators
Main trouble spots were in Tennessee
Instructed to continue meeting with the and Texas. There were also demonstracompany.
tions in Kentucky. Many schools elseThe offer Included an 8 cents an hour where in the South opened with mixed
Increase, effective September 15, and white and Negro students without inautomatic increase of 6 cents an hour cident.
on the same date In 1957 and 1958; a
On August 27 in Clinton, Tennessee,
cost of living clause to provide in
twelve Negro pupils entered school
creases based on Bureau of Labor
without incident. They had been picketStatistics figures; continuation of the ed by two white students, who were
company's profit sharing plan; and full egged on by a man named John Kasper.
company payment of funds into the
Kasper was arrested for inciting to
present pension plan (Presently, the
employees pay one-third of the cost, riot, but the charge was dismissed the
which ranges from $7 to $10 a month.) next day and he returned with a mob.
. and four weeks paid vacation after The twelve students had to be taken
home in police cars.
25 years of service.

Local 26 Rejects
Quaker Oals Deal

North Bend. Oregon. Teachers Visit Local 12,
Learn About Its Hiring Practices
NORTH BEND, Ore.—Local schoolteachers visited the ILWU Local 12 hiring hall on August 28 to learn how the
union dispatches men to work'on the
docks of this bay area.
The teachers were associated with
worth Bend's Inservice Teachers' Training Program, which familiarizes them
with different phases of local occupational practises.

Hobert Carnes, Local 12 president
and Willis 'Sutton, dispatcher, explained to the teachers the operation of
the "low-man-out" system, which
equalizes wages of working longshoremen.
Even the superintendept of schools,
Henry Hartley, attended the session of
the training program at the Local 12

They returned the next 'day under Springs, dynamite blasts were set off in
police escort, despite a threatening mob, the Negro section of town. A Negro
and Kasper was arrested again and sen- man, trapped in his car, was mobbed
and injured.
tenced for contempt of court.
In Mansfield, Texas, another mob
After that, a really big mob—of 2,000
—gathered. Local authorities mobilized threatened to use guns to keep Negroes
and armed a "home guard," which dis- out of school. They succeeded for two
days, but Federal Judge Joe Estes conpersed the mob with tear-gas.
Governor Clement of Tennessee ord- firmed his own order for immediate inered out state troopers and later the tegration of the schools and the District
Court of Appeals rejected the school
National Guard.
board's petition to postpone integration
The guardsmen came in with more for a year.
than 100 tanks,trucks and jeeps, and all
In Texarkana, Texas, racists drew
the equipment of a battle unit in action. chalk-lines in front of the schools and
One guardman was slashed by a mob- signs were posted warning Negroes that
ster, who escaped.
if they crossed the lines they would be
Twelve miles to the west, at Oliver killed.

ILWU Local 142 Denies It Has Made Any
Endorsements of Political Candidates Yet
LIHUE, KAUAI—"Despite a thousand manufactured political rumors to
the contrary, the Hawaii ILWU has not
endorsed any candidate for political office — Territorial or County," the
union's legislative committee announced September 1.
The 9-man union political body,
which held a two-day meeting, said in
a formal statement that "the ILWU
will undoubtedly endorse certain candidates for public office. However," the
statement added,"no endorsements will
be made until nominations are closed."
The committee emphasized that "no
individual member or officer of the

ILWU can speak for the union. Our
endorsements," the statement continued, "will be made by our officially
designated committee in accordance
with demoeratic procedure."
The union statement said the legislative committee will meet "three or
four days after nominations are
closed."
Total business inventories at the end
of June amounted to $85.6 billion, or
about $6.8 billion above the total a year
before. For manufacturing alone inventories had climbed to a new all-time
high of $49.1 billion by the end of June.
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Labor Day Picnic in North Bend.Oregon

Labor Day Picnic in Oregon
Hears Candidates for Office*
NORTH BEND, Ore. The annual' wage earner's pay rose only four per
ILWU Labor Day Picnic, sponsored by rent during this period but the small
Local 12 and Auxiliary 1, brought out businessman's went down 52 per cent."
a large crowd of celebrants at the
Porter also asked for support of the
North Lake Resort on September 3.
incumbent Democratic Senator Wayne
The picnic also helped to spark a hot Morse.
political campaign in this state, by inThe picnicers also heard addresses by
troducing major candidates for public the Reverend Oscar Payne of the First
office to union families and their Presbyterian Church of Coos Bay, who
friends.
pledged his support in breaking down
Charles O. Porter, Democratic can- the barriers between the church and
didate for Congress from the 4th Dis- labor, and by Clerance Barton, Demotrict lashed out at the* record of his cratic candidate for the state legislaRepublican opponent, the incumbent ture.
Representative Harris Ellsworth, and
Ernest Baker, ILWU Local 8.memstruck at the Eisenhower administra- ber and legislative representative orthe
tion as well.
union, urged the election of candidates
WHOSE PROSPERITY?
pledging liberal changes in unemploy"What is the peace, prosperity and
ment compensation, and higher income
progress we have had under this ad- for injured workers.
ministration?" Porter asked, and anBaker also called for financial asswered, "Our nation's peace has been sistance to the Morse campaign and
sorely hurt by a policy of bluff and
warned against possible passage of a
backdown ... of hollow ultimatums.
"right-to-work" law, such as Initiative
that have lowered our prestige through- 198, which is opposed by a united labor
movement in the state of Washington.
out the world...
"Just whose prosperity is it they're
Also represented at the,ILWU picnie
talking about?" Porter asked."The cor- were the AFL-CIO, the Coos Bay
porations' take-home pay has gone up Young Democrats and the Internee
35 per cent since 1952 but the average tional Woodworkers of America.

I National Labor Beat 1
Meat Cutters Authorize
Strike of 85,000 Workers
CHICAGO—Members of the Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher Workmen of North America and the United
Packinghouse Workers of America,
both AFL-CIO affiliates, have voted
overwhelmingly to grant strike power
to their joint contract negotiating committee. A strike would involve 110
plants of the country's six leading meat
packers with 85,000 employees.
Contracts expired September 1 with
Armour & Company, Swift & Company,
Wilson & Company, the Cudahy Packing Company, John Morrell & Company, and the Hygrade Food Products
Corporation.

Philly Navy Yard_
Lays Off 200 Men
PHILADELPHIA — Two hundred
workers at the Navy shipyard here
will be laid off in the next two months,
the Navy Department announced recently.
They will be electricians, electronics
experts boilermakers and outside machinists.

Court Blesses the Coffee
Break; Good for Boss
DENVER—The US Court of Appeals
here has approved coffee breaks for
workers, and reversed a lower court
decision that had said the Los Wigwam
Weavers did not have to pay its workers for time taken out.
"Coffee breaks that benefit employees," said the appellate bench, "are
equally beneficial to employers in that
they promote more efficiency and resuit in greater output."

ILWU Local t2 and Auxiliary I held their annual Labor Day picnic on September 3 at North Lake Resort. At top are a number of candidates for public
office: left to right, James F. Johnson (Dem., running for Coos Bay port cornmissioner), Charles S. Woodrich, incumbent non-partisan running for circuit
judge; Charles 0. Porter (Democratic candidate for Congress from 4th District); Campaign Set to Get
Eugene R. Bailey (Local 12 man active on its political action committee); Clar- Jobs for Oldsters
NEW YORK — Three non-profit emence Barton, Democratic candidate for the state legislature; Dick Chapman, ployment agencies in this city have
Democratic candidate for state senate. Mrs. Barton is pouring coffee. In the received a grant of $15,P00 from the
center picture are Mrs. Valerie Taylor, President of the ILWU Auxiliaries who NY State Unemployment Service in a
was secretary of the Labor Day committee from the auxiliaries; Mrs. Jack Kauf- 6-month campaign to stimulate jobs
mann, Yvonne Nichols, daughter of a longshoreman, Jack Kaufman, chairman for workers between 45 and 60 years
of age.
of Local I2's Labor Day Committee, an unidentifed little girl and Grace Pettit,
The state appropriated a total of
Auxiliary I picnic committee member. The children in the bottom picture are $25,000 to crack the "age barrier"
lined up for a foot race. Jeanne Hunt (striped shirtl won first prize.
against uunentployed older workers.

Local 18 Wins 41/2% Raise at Pillsbury
ASTORIA, Ore. — Weighers Ware- sting the 1957 wage if the Northwest
housemen & Cereal Workers of ILWU flour milling industry wage ehouldi ex1
4 per cent.
Local 18 employed by Pillsbury and the • ceed the agreed-upon 3/
Flour, Feed & Cereal Employers AsLocal 18 is currently preparing to
sociation recently approved a 41
/
2 per arbitrate a grievance concerning workcent straight time hourly wage in- ing conditions in the Astoria plant.
crease, effective September 1, 1956, This IA the first time that a grievance.,
plus a 3/
1
4 per cent straight time has reached the arbitration stage here.
hourly wage increrase, effective Sep- An arbitrator has been °mutually
agreed upon, and September 19 has
tember 1, 1957,
The agreement provides for renegoti- been selected as the date of hearing.

Electrical Workers Are
Still Out in N. Carolina
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. — The
strike of Cornmwiicatilon.s Woricerp•
America against the Westerri. Electric
Company in ,three cities of this state
continued this week (its second) with
the company ,asid union far apart in
current negotiations. ,
Six thouland berni)loyea at three
plants are involyeq. A contract signed
by CWA with WE for 18,000 Teliphone

Installers in other cities has not affected the strike, as the southern workers don't see why they should take 4
cents an hour less than the other WE
workers won.

Detroit Tugboat Men
Get 40/
1
2 Cent Raise
DETROIT—Members of the Licensed
Tugmen's Protective Association,
whose captains and engineers recently
struck, have won a 401
/
2 cent package
raise. Eighteen cents was won immediately, with 12/
1
2 cents more in 1957
and another dime to come in 1958.
Their strike began last May.

100 Wives of Farmers
Picket Potato Dealers
BRIDGEHAMPTON, L.I. — Fifteen
potato dealers' warehouses were being
picketed here by more than 100 farmers' wives, in protest against the poor
prices farmers are getting for their
potato crops,
Union truckd rivers respected the
women's picketlines, and the women
also turned back farmers arriving to
unload potatoes at the warehouse.
The farmers are getting $1 a hundredweight for potatoes; but retail
stores are charging between $6 and $8.

Dodge Auto Workers
Have Long Layoffs
I EAMTRAMCK, Mich. — Autontation
has invaded a number of departments
of the Dodge Auto plant here, and
workers are having to take long layoffs
and face permanent cuts.
Local 3 president (UAW) Pat Quinn
said, "We do not believe that many
Dodge workers will be called back in
the month of September."

Showdown Is Sought in
2-Year-Old Wood Strike
OROVILLE, Calif.—A two-year-old
strike at the Feather River Pine Mills
Company's lumber mill here found new
impetus when the union (LtiMber
Sawmill Workers, an affiliate of the
United Brotherhood of Carpenters) decided to expand the strike against the
entire Georgia-Pacific Lupber Company, of which the struck company is
an affiliate.
The strike began two years ago whet
a new manager submitted a contract
the union refused to accept. The mansger closed the plant down for two
months, reopened with scab labor. Thi
scabs. are still here, being escorted to
and from work in convoys of radioequipped cars full of armed guards.
The union has filed a $35,000 damage suit against the parent company
and if it pickets the other plants.(all
union) 6,000 more men Would be Idled.
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23. Building Materials

The big Pabco plant at Emeryville, Calif., manufactures pipe ing. Chief materials used are magnesium and asbestos. Center panel
insulation, linoleuin and linoleum tile, roofing paper and shingles shows some of the acres of rags used along with pulp and asphalt
and paint products. Its workers in the insulation and roofing de- for the manufacture of linoleum and roofing felt; linoleum rolling
partments are members of the East Bay division of &WV Local 6. out of one of the huge roller presses and a crew sorting and inspectThe linoleum makers belong to the Pulp, Sulphite & Paper Mill
Workers. Parts of the insulation, linoleum and roofing operations

ing linoleum tile. At bottom is a closeup of one of the many heated
drums over which felt is treated, a part of the long line of the
continuous process which converts felt into roofing; and the final

are pictured above. At top is the plant's water tower. Pipe insulation
is shown being taken out of molds, then transported on belt line for packaging of roofing shingles. Rolls of roofing are also turned out
-101,..pateistr jobut4hor.
trimming and sawing and finally encased in canvas ready for packag- by the same process.

•••••
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Thrifty Drug Workers Beat
Off Raid by the Teamsters
LOS ANGEI.F-S
ILWU Local 26
members at Thrifty Drug, now in
negotiations for a new contract, last
week 'beat off an attempted raid by
AFL-CIO Teamsters Local 595 and, in •
a membership meeting voted unanimoulsy to resist any company attempt
to destroy any working conditions
gained during the 19 years the plant
has been under contract to the local.
The company's proposal to the union
included the following points which
would have worsened present conditions In the plant:
COMPANY TRICKS
Abolishment of the steward system.
Lengthen the probationary period
for "Easter Period" workers. (These
are people hired to make up the Easter
baskets sold in Thrifty Drug outlets,
who are ususally discharged after this
particular work is finished.)
Eliminate seniority pay for probationary employes. (The probationary
period is 45 days.)
Increase the number of trainees.
Establish minimum standards of
work (speedup).
Lower wages for new employes and
within certain classifications.
After Local 26 members had rejected
these proposals and had voted that
their negotiators should continue to try
to reach a satisfactory agreement with

the employer, Thrifty Drug, in an unprecedented move, asked for the State
Conciliation Service to step into the
picture. Ordinarily, Conciliation is not
called in until both parties feel that
they have exhausted all methods of
reaching agreement betwen themselves.
RAID LAUNCHED
The teamster raid had been launched
by officials of Local 595, which has
the contract covering Owl-Rexall warehouse. It was the usual red-baiting type
of with heavy emphasis on the fact
that officers and members of Local 26
had been called before the Un-American Committe earlier this year. Despite
the barrage of letters and leaflets,
Thrifty members elected as negotiators
two workers who had been aupoenaed,
Tom Chapman and SW London.
After the Teamsters had admitted
defeat and had stbpped the attempted
raid, Local 26 sent a letter to all members which said in part:
"(Thrifty workers) know the score.
They haven't forgotten the uphill fight
against heavy odds that the ILWU has
waged for them over 19 years.
"As members of a truly democratic
union, the workers speak for themselves, and this time they told the raiding officials to 'Organize the unorganized and leave our union along.' • • •

J. R.(Bob) Robertson
OW rapidly are new cargo handling
methods coming into operation?
And what sort of changes should the
ILWU be prepared to face in the next
months?

Fi

For one thing, the use of roll onroll off vessels is growing and these,
along with the newer lift-on and liftoff are being pushed as the future vessels to handle all coastwise and intercoastal trade.
By the end of next year more than
twenty-five roll on vessels will be in
operation, primarily on East Coast
runs, while the lift-on type are coming
along.
These vessels illustrate the kind of
ingenuity which is being applied to the
problem of cutting down a vessel's
time in port and reducing cargo handling costs—and longshore employment.
For years the Pan-Atlantic Company, a subsidiary of the Waterman
Steamship Company, has been operating tankers betwen Gulf ports and
the North Atlantic. These vessels car-

ried petroleum north and made the return run on ballast.
A couple of years ago the Waterman
outfit was bought out by the McLean
interests. The new owners, with wide
holdings in trucking, warehousing, oil,
etc., were new to shipping. They took
three T-2 tankers, modified them with
deck bracing, and produced a combination vessel which continued to carry
petroleum in the tanks and sixty 33foot trailer bodies on deck.
Under the operation worked out by
McLean the trailers are loaded by the
shipper at his warehouse and moved to
the dock by McLean's own'tractors.
There mobile cranes swing the trailer
bodies aboard ship. At the other end
the trailers are picked up and delivered
to the consignee's warehouse.
O LONGSHOREMAN touches the
cargo. The longshore work consists
In hooking on the trailer bodies and
bracing them on deck. When the ship •
reaches It destination the reverse process takes place.
The operation has proved so successful that a few months ago McLean was
trying to charter twenty more tankers
to be converted to this kind of dual purpose vessel.
American-Hawailan is soon to ask for
bids on,nine vessels each to carry 600
trailer bodies for intercoastal,operation
hetween the North Atlantic and Gulf
and the Pacific Coast ports.
While up north the Alaska Steamship
Company has announced that plans are
finalized for two 585 foot vessels to run
between Seattle and Whittier. Ttsese
vessels will carry 110 railroad freight
cars and forty 40-foot trailer bodies.
Meanwhile two new outfits, Pacific
Trailer Ships and Pacific Coast Steamship Company,are biith working on getting a franchise for a roll-on operation
between San Francisco and Los Angeles. And there have been rumors of a
roll on-roll off operation moving Into
the West Coast, Hawaiian Island run.

N
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Drinker or Drunkard? Warning Signals
(Continued from Page 7)
ing arose from time to time, now persistent remorse arises, and this added
tension is a further source of drinking.
In compliance with social pressures
the addict now goes on periods of
total abstinence. There is, however,
another way of control of drinking
which arises out of the rationalizations
of the addict.
He believes that his trouble arises
from his not drinking the right kind
of beverages or not in the right way.
He now attempts to control his troubles by changing the pattern of his
drinking, by setting up rules about not
drinking before a certain hour of the
day, in certain places only, and so
forth.
The strain of the struggle increases
his hostility towards his environment
and he begins to drop friends and quit
jobs. It goes without saying that some
associates drop him and that he loses
some jobs, but more often he takes the
initiative as an anticipatory defense.
The isolation becomes more pronounced as his entire behavior becomes
alcohol-centered; that is, he begins to
be concerned about how activities
might interfere with his drinking instead of how his drinking may affect
his activities. This, of course, involves
a more marked egocentric outlook
which leads to more rationalizations
and more isolation.
There follows a loss of outside interests and a reinterpretation of interpersonal relations coupled with marked
self-pity.
The isolation and rationalizations
have increased by this time in intensity and find their expression either
in contemplated or actual geographic
escape.
Under the impact of these events. a
change in family habits occurs. The
wife and children, who may have had
good social activities, may withdraw
for fear of embarrassment or, quite
contrarily, they may suddenly begin
intensive outside activities in order to
escape from the home environment.
This and other events lead to the onset
of unreasonable resentments in the
alcohol addict.
HE PREDOMINANCE of concern
with alcohol induces the addict to
protect his supply; that is, to lay in a
larger stock of alcoholic beverages, hidden in the most unthought-of places. A
fear of being deprived of the most
necessary substance for his living is
expressed in this behavior.
Neglect of proper nutrition aggravates the beginnings of the effects of
heavy drinking on the organism, and
frequently the first hospitalization for
some alcoholic complaint occurs at this
time.
One of the !reagent organic effects
is a decrease of the sexual drive which

T

increases hostility towards the wife
and is rationalized into her extramarital sex activities, which gives rise to
the well-known alcoholic jealousy.
By this time remorse, resentment,
struggle between alcoholic needs and
duties, loss of self-esteem, and doubts
and false reassurance have so disorganized the addict that he cannot start
the day without steadying himself with
alcohol immediately after arising or
even before getting out of bed. This *is
the beginning of regular morning
drinking which previously had occurred
on rare occasions only. .
This behavior terminates the crucial
phase and foreshadows the beginnings
of the chronic phase.
During the crucial phase intoxication is the rule, but it is limited to the
evening hours. For the most part of
this phase, drinking . begins sometime
In the afternoon and by the evening
intoxication is reached.
It should be noted that the "physical demand" involved in the "loss of
control" results in continual rather
than continuous drinking: Particularly
the "morning drink," which occurs towards the end of the crucial phase,
shows the continual pattern. The first
drink at rising, let us say at 7 a.m., is
followed by another drink at 10 or 11
a.m., and another drink around 1 p.m.,
while the more intensive drinking
hardly starts before 5 p.m.
Throughout, the crucial phase presents a great struggle of the addict
against the complete toss of social
footing. Occasionally the after-effects
of the evening's intoxication cause
some loss of time, but generally the
addict succeeds in looking after his
job, although he neglects his family.
He makes a particularly strong effort
to avoid intoxication during the day.
Progressively, however, his social
motivations weaken more and more,
and the "morning drink" jeopardizes
his efforts of complying with his vocational duties as this effort involves a
conscious resistance against the apparent or real "physical demand" for
alcohol.
The onset of the "loss of control" is
the beginning of the "disease process"
of alcohol addiction which is superimposed over the excessive symptomatic
drinking. Progressively, this disease
process undermines the morale and the
physical resistance of the addict.

IV. The Chronic Phase
HE INCREASINGLY dominating
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role of alcohol, and the struggle
against the "demand" set up by morning drinking, at last break down the
resistance of the addict and he finds
himself for the first time drunk in the
daytime and on a weekday and continues in that state for several days
until he is entirely incapacitated. This

is the onset of prolonged intoxications referred to in the vernacular as
"benders."
This latter drinking behavior meets
with such unanimous social rejecpon
that it involves a grave social risk. Only
an originally psychopathic personality
or a person who has later in life undergone a psychopathological process
would expose himself to that risk.
These long-drawn-out bouts commonly bring about marked ethical deterioration and impairment of thinking which, however, is not irreversible.
True alcoholic psychoses may occur
at this time, but in not more than 10
per cent of all alcoholics.
The loss of morale is so heightened
that the addict drinks with persons
far below his social level in preference
to his usual associates—perhaps as' an
opportunity to appear superior—and, if
nothing else is available, he will take
recourse to "technical products" such
as bay rum or rubbing alcohol.
A loss of alcohol tolerance is commonly noted at this time. Half of the
previously required amount of alcohol
may be sufficient to bring about a
stuporous state.
..Indefinable fears and tremors become persistent. Sporadically these
symptoms occur also during the crucial
phas& but in the chronic phase they
are present as soon as alcohol disappears from the organism. In consequence the addict ",controls" the symptoms through alcohol. The same is true
of psychomotor inhibition, the inability
to initiate a simple mechanical act—
such as winding a watch—in the absence of alcohol.
The need to control these symptoms
of drinking exceeds the need of relieving the original underlying symptoms of the personality conflict, and
the drinking takes on an obsessive
character.
In many addicts, about 00 per cent,
some vague religious dosires develop
as the rationalizations become weaker.
Finally, in the course of the frequently
prolonged intoxications, the rationalizations become so frequently and so
mercilessly tested against reality that
the entire rationalization system fails
and the addict admits defeat. He now
becomes spontaneously accessible to
treatment. Nevertheless, his obsessive
drinking continues as he does not see a
way out.
Formerly it was thought that the
addict must reach this stage of utter
defeat in order to be treated successfully. Clinical experience has shown,
however, that this "defeat" can be induced long before it would occur of
itself and that even incipient alcoholism can be intercepted.
As the latter can be easily recognized it is possible to tackle the problem from the preventive angle.

WHAT'S happening is th t the
VII coastwise and intercoastal trade
—which has been practically dead for
the past ten years—is trying to make a
comeback by using new kinds of vessels and especially new methods of
cargo handling, And there isn't a single,
new operation which doesn't cut into
longshore work and move cargo handling away from the docks.
These are the facts as they shape up
right now.
The prospect is for general cargo to
go more and more into containers, trailer bodies and railroad cars. At the same
time the handling of bulk cargoes is.
being mechanized wherever possible,
further reducing the number of longshoremen employed In handling cargoes.
The II.WU is facing a revolution in
the maritime industry. Of course it will
come faster in some places than in
others, and Will take one form here and
another form there. We can't expect one
overall change spreading evenly and
gradually throughout the entire industry.
This means that we as a union have to
develop policies which are flexible and
tailored to meet these changing conditions and situations,
We have to protect the interest of the
members and their job security, and we
have to see to it that the benefits growing out of the new methods bring about
higher wages, shorter hours, better
working conditions, and an easier life
for the men in the longshore Industry.

Answer to Who Said It?
An article in the American Political Science Review, Feb., 1942,
page 37.

